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externalaccess WC

linked external storage units

Main Entrance

stained timber over-cladding & shallow monopitch roof

SPORTS CHANGE WING
angled elevation
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'TRUE' NORTH ELEVATION - VIEW of MAIN HALL WING

part of Scouts' woodcraft area

from CAR PARK SIDE with SPORTS CHANGE WING at angle TO RIGHT
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SPORTS CHANGE WING

part of Scouts' woodcraft area & 'green corridor'

'TRUE' NORTH ELEVATION - VIEW of SPORTS CHANGE WING

PROPOSED EXTERNAL MATERIALS

from CAR PARK SIDE with MAIN HALL WING at angle TO LEFT

- plinth in blue/grey engineering brick
- cladding in vertical timber or similar panelling
- composite windows & doors with external
aluminium with powder-coat paint finish

indicative line of boundary to bridle way

monopitch roof with sedum finish pitching away from this elevation
roof lights to Small Hall

roof light to Kitchen

roof lights to Main Hall

- roof finishes in sedum with local PV panels
see 'unfolded' elevation for details of Changing Block roof such as PV panels

flanking flat canopy & support posts
(lighting to
canopy soffits)

towards
Louie Memorial
Playing Fields
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low hooped railings
approx 1200mm H
storage units - indicating
shallow monopitch roof

indicative line of boundary to bridle way

fence up to boundary at
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gates each end

rear lobby
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'TRUE' SOUTH ELEVATION of MAIN BLOCK - VIEW FROM MUGA SIDE
LOUIE MEMORIAL PAVILION SITE
Arnold Way Oxford OX2 9JD

monopitch roof with SPM finish & PV panels pitching away from this elevation

roofed secure
TENT-DRYING
AREA - with
secure open
railings &
gates each end

'TRUE' ELEVATIONS MONOPITCH ROOF FORM

see 'unfolded' elevation for details of Main Block roof such as rooflights
sun pipes to
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